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Abstract: Against the backdrop of the expanding debate on smart cities, the objective of this paper
is to examine to what extent and to what end the connection between smart services and smart
cities has been explored in the literature, and what to make of it. It is argued that smart services,
including demand- and innovation-driven service development, constitute an essential part of the
broad concept of smart city. Viewed in this way, smart services serve as one of the key levers through
which smart cities grow, develop, and build their resilience. By placing the analysis in the broader
context of the smart city as smart service system, this paper sheds light on the still underexplored
fields of research and suggests how they could be examined. For the purpose of the analysis, the
Science Mapping (SciMat) method is employed as it allows to quantify and to visualize research
output featured in Scopus and Web of Science (WoS), thus aiding the analysis. The added value of
this paper is two-fold, i.e., (i) the SciMat analysis identifies the key dimensions of the nascent smart
services in smart cities debate, and consequently, (ii) allows for suggesting topics that should be
further investigated to detect the drivers for cities’ growth, resilience, and sustainability.

Keywords: smart cities; smart services; science mapping analysis (SciMat)

1. Introduction

Research on smart cities has turned into one of the most vibrant fields of research
today [1,2], engaging scholars from several disciplines, including computer science, urban
studies and architecture, geography, and social science. For this reason alone, several—to a
great extent overlapping—definitions of smart cities exist in the literature. Interestingly,
these are echoed in the emerging regulatory frameworks [3–5]. Accordingly, a smart city
may be defined as “a place where the traditional networks and services are made more
efficient through the use of digital and telecommunication technologies, for the benefit of
its inhabitants and businesses” [3]. In addition, the definition-of-smart-city constituent of
the ISO family of standards related to smart cities places emphasis not only on the uses
of “data information and modern technologies to deliver better services and quality of
life to those in the city (residents, businesses, visitors)” [4], but also on the leadership and
management practices in place. What brings these two definitions of smart cities together
is the engagement with the end-users, i.e., citizens, businesses, and other stakeholders. The
temporal dimension is very important in this context. That is, while there is a tendency in
the literature to talk about smart cities’ sustainability and resilience, both terms make only
an implicit reference to a timeframe. In contrast to that, the ISO standard is very explicit in
this regard in that it defines the timeframe as “now and for the foreseeable future” [4].

In brief, while in the debate on smart cities information and communication technol-
ogy (ICT) is seen as the major enabler, it is the application and utilization of this technology
in the form of (smart) services available to all stakeholders that—in line with the definitions
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outlined above [3–5]—bears the greatest promise for smart cities’ sustainable growth and
development. A very strong normative component is discernible in the smart cities debate,
i.e., the use and application of ICT-based solutions is associated with positive outcomes.
Clearly, this is not always the case [6]. What follows is that—in the multilayered context of
a smart city—leadership and managerial practices play a fundamental role in ensuring that
the benefits of ICT are used for good and are shared evenly [7]. Presumably, smart services
may contribute to that. In this view, it is useful to reinterpret smart cities as smart services’
systems. As such, smart cities represent an ecosystem where people, technology, organiza-
tions, and information, are synergistically integrated through connection, communication,
collection of data, and communication [8]. Smart services play a fundamental role of being
the nodal points of this ‘synergistic integration’.

Incidentally, smart services, next to smart cities, represent a yet another example of a
widely used, yet largely under-understood concept. For the sake of the analysis presented
here, let it be stressed that, first, smart services are pre-emptive, and second, the ICT
component is an important aspect of a smart service delivery. That is, smart services are
“fundamentally pre-emptive, rather than reactive” [9]. Pre-emptive means that—based on
the real-time field data, i.e., evidence, analyzed by a machine—it is possible to offer a service
regardless of an incident, failure, etc., that is taking place. As a result, the value of a service
increases. Consider the simplest example of GPS navigation in the smart-city context. Based
on the real-time evidence of heavy traffic ahead, you will be redirected to optimize the
route. While research on smart services flourishes [10–12], it tends to be approached from
the complementary consumer and marketing perspectives [13]. Surprisingly, the explicit
connection between smart service delivery and smart cities, including questions of growth,
development, sustainability, and citizens’ wellbeing, has not been addressed sufficiently
enough in the literature [8].

Clearly, as the evolution of cities progresses and is matched by corresponding advances
in ICT, a new generation of (smart) services apt to meet the evolving demands of all
stakeholders is not only necessary, but also possible [14–16]. The objective of this paper
is tap into this topic by examining the academic debate on smart cities in an attempt to
identify to what extent and how the notion of smart services has been dealt with in the
smart cities debate and what to make of it. By supporting the analysis using Science
Mapping (SciMat) software and corresponding methodology [17], the following research
questions are addressed:

Q1: What are the key research themes that emerge at the intersection of smart cities
and smart services?

Q2: Which specific (smart) services are discussed in the so-delineated research field?
Q3: How do we operationalize the research findings and make them usable for the

smart cities debate?
The reminder of the paper is structured as follows. In the following section, the

Science Mapping (SciMat) software and methodology are elaborated. Section 3 offers a
detailed insight into the subsequent steps of the analysis undertaken. Discussion and
conclusions follow.

2. Materials and Methods

Science mapping analysis is employed in this article to examine the research field
related to services in a smart city. Science mapping is a type of bibliometric analysis
that uses authors’ keywords and their co-occurrence to graphically represent structural
characteristics of a research field. This relatively novel method is usually deployed to
analyse large and complex research topics that would be challenging to cover with other
scientific methods [18]. It is often used as prerequisite to or supplement of various types of
literature reviews, including systematic literature reviews and metanalysis [19]. Science
mapping analysis tools and techniques employed in this paper have been recently used to
review large research fields such as: consumer financial services [20], gig economy [17], lean
supply chain management [21], future of work [22], and big data [23]. This section provides
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an insight into the place of science mapping analysis in bibliometric studies and discusses
the strategic diagram and thematic network analysis as the specific science mapping tools
used in this study.

2.1. Science Mapping in Bibliometrics

Bibliometric methods are well-established analytical tools that are an integral part of
research evaluation methodology within the scientific and applied fields [24]. Bibliometric
methods have been long used for providing quantitative analysis of scientific publica-
tions with the use of statistical methods to develop an unbiased insight into a research
area [25,26]. The value of bibliometric analysis is frequently associated with the prospect
of uncovering emerging trends and collaboration patterns [27], exploring the intellectual
structure of a specific research domain [28,29] as well as of retrieving information [30]. In
brief, bibliometric analysis is a tool that enables a one-stop overview of a specific research
field, identifying underdiscussed topics, and thus identifying new areas of research [19].

Science mapping and performance analysis are recognized as two of the main biblio-
metric techniques. While a performance analysis examines predominately contributions of
research constituents (documents, authors, journal, key words) to a given field, the primary
aim of science mapping is the examination of the relationships that emerge among these
research constituents (documents, authors, journal, keywords) [19]. Moreover, science
mapping is becoming increasingly recognized as a tool to visualize research concepts. To
this end, the concepts’ physical proximity and relative locations are used [31]. Therefore,
it has been acknowledged that science mapping combined with network analysis (e.g.,
measures of centrality and density) are instrumental in presenting the intellectual structure
of the research field [32].

2.2. Science Mapping with the Use of Keywords’ Co-Occurrence

The structure of knowledge of the research field tends to be explored by means of
co-citation and keyword co-occurrence analysis. The co-citation analysis examines the
structure of scientific communication by analyzing links between/among citations in the
literature. The keyword co-occurrence analysis assesses the knowledge components and a
structure of a research field by investigating the links between and among keywords [33]. In
particular, the keywords co-occurrence analysis examines the frequency of pairs of any two
keywords that occur together in articles in the research field, thus providing an assessment
of the interaction strength between keywords in the research field [34].

The SciMat analysis employed in this study relies on the keywords’ co-occurrence
analysis. As such, it consists of six stages: data search; data refinement; network creation;
map creation; analysis and visualization; performance analysis [35]. In the data search
phase, the pool of research articles with a full set of bibliometric data in the analyzed
research field is derived from databases such as WoS and Scopus. In the data-refinement
stage, several procedures are applied to ensure the high quality of the dataset for further
quantitative analysis. In this phase, the articles’ pool is checked for duplications, data gaps,
such as publishing years, plural and singular keywords are grouped, abbreviations and full
terms are clustered, and British and American spellings of keywords are combined. The
remaining four phases of the SciMat analysis are performed with specialized software, e.g.,
VOSviewer, SciMAT, bibliometrix R-package [36].

2.3. Strategic Diagram and Thematic Network Analysis in Science Mapping

In this study, the SciMAT software is used to perform science mapping analysis based
on keywords’ co-occurrence analysis as it enables strategic diagram and thematic network
analysis. Based on the results of keywords’ co-occurrence analysis, SciMAT facilitates the
visualization of thematic networks of main research themes and allocates them on the
strategic diagram based on two metrics: centrality and density. The assessed centrality and
density enable allocating the leading themes in the research field, to be allocated to one
of four groups: motor, basic, specialized, and emerging/declining themes [37]. Measures
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of centrality and density are well-established concepts in the bibliometric analyses and in
science mapping in particular [38]. While the centrality evaluates the degree of interaction
of a thematic network with all other thematic networks (external ties), the density captures
the internal strength of the thematic network, that is, the strength of links between the
co-occurring keywords that create the thematic network (internal ties) [39]. Therefore,
centrality and density can be recognized, respectively, as a measure of theme importance
and as a measure of theme development in the research field [40]. Figure 1 offers a strategic
diagram example where themes identified in the research field are allocated based on their
centrality and density.

Figure 1. Strategic diagram template with example of themes (A, B, C, D) in a research field.

Motor themes are characterized by high centrality (strong ties with other themes) and
high density (strong ties within their thematic networks), thus are recognized as primary
contributors to the research field (e.g., theme A in Figure 1). Basic themes feature crucial
but not well-developed contributions to the research field as they have high centrality
(strong external ties), meaning they are well-connected with other themes but have low
density (weak internal ties), which indicates low internal development of these themes
(e.g., theme B in Figure 1). Specialized themes are characterized by high density and
low centrality, which indicates well-developed themes that are, however, only sparsely
linked with other themes in the research field (e.g., theme C in Figure 1). Themes that are
defined by low centrality and low density, having weak internal and external ties, feature
emerging or declining themes in the research field (e.g., theme D in Figure 1) [37]. Their
allocation to emerging or declining themes requires additional analysis that looks into their
performance over the subsections of the analysed timeframe, which is especially important
in analysing publications over a long period (e.g., several years). The sphere size may
variously represent bibliometric indicators, such as number of articles, number of citations
or H-index of articles in the theme or in its entire thematic network [22].

The use of SciMat software for the science mapping analysis of keywords’ co-occurrence
provides insight into the structure (thematic network) of each theme plotted in the strategic
diagram. Each theme consists of a number of keywords that frequently co-occurred in the
research field, and their maximum and minimum number in the thematic network can be
predefined in the software as a dimension of the analysis. The most significant keyword
in the thematic network occurs in the centre of the graph and the theme is named after
this central keyword, as shown on Figure 2 (A is the most significant keyword in thematic
network and the name of the motor theme shown in Figure 1).
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Figure 2. An example of thematic network. Theme A and other keywords (N, K, L, M, P) in its
thematic network.

The thickness of a line connecting the keywords is proportional to the frequency of
the co-occurrence of these keywords, measured by the metric selected in the analysis. Thus,
the thicker the line the more frequently a pair of keywords appears together in the research
field (e.g., the A and N keywords on the diagram co-occurred more frequently than A
and K, whereas the N and K did not co-occur more than a predefined minimum number
of times, thus there is no connecting line between them). Similarly to the visualization
in the strategic diagram, the size of the sphere is proportional to the value of predefined
bibliometric indicator, such as number of articles, number of citations or H-index [38].

3. Results

The initial phase of the science mapping analysis, i.e., data search, was performed with
the use of the WoS database. The pool of documents was downloaded on 15 November 2021.
The following queries were used to identify academic papers about services in the smart-
city research field: “smart cit*” AND “service*” (Abstract) or “smart cit*” AND “service*”
(Title) or “smart cit*” AND “service*” (Author Keyword). The query returned 4397 records
and the scope of the dataset was subsequently limited to 2132 research articles published
between 2009 and 2022 by eliminating conference proceedings, book chapters and other
types of documents. The reason for limiting the scope of dataset was to ensure high quality
of research texts and robustness of the following quantitative analysis, e.g., consistent use
of keywords in the analyzed texts.

The bibliometric data of the extracted pool of articles contained 6997 various keywords.
The data-refinement procedures performed as a part of second phase of science mapping
analysis limited the number of keywords to 6580 in 2132 research articles. This dataset
was used as an input for the next stages of science mapping analysis performed with the
application of SciMAT software to deliver strategic diagram and thematic networks on
the research themes significant for the service and smart-cities-related research field. For
the purpose of the analysis, the minimum threshold co-occurrence of keywords was set as
three (if keywords co-occurrence less than in three articles, the connecting line is absent)
and the size of the thematic network was set between 5 and 12 keywords to ensure the
adequate clustering of large datasets.

3.1. Strategic Diagram Results

The strategic diagram in science mapping analysis of services in smart cities includes
12 themes. The bibliometric indicator used to determine the size of the sphere is a number
of documents where the most significant keyword in a given thematic network was used.
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This keyword occurs as a label of the sphere and is further referred to as a theme. The value
of the indicator is shown inside each sphere. The highest number of keyword occurrences
(588) was attributed to Internet. Moreover, this theme turned out to have by far the highest
centrality and density, which is indicated by its position in the right upper corner of the
strategic diagram, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Strategic diagram of services in smart cities research field.

Out of twelve themes identified in the strategic diagram, there are four motor themes,
which suggests their largest contribution to the research field, and these are: internet,
e-government, edge-computing, and technology. There is one basic theme “framework”,
which indicates that this theme is well-connected with other themes in the diagram, but
internal ties of its thematic network are poorly developed, which is revealed by its rel-
atively low density. There is one theme on the verge between motor and basic themes,
“authentication”. There have been two themes identified as specialized themes and these
are: “smart-grid” and “blockchain”. Their position in the strategic diagram illustrates
that the research on these themes is relatively well-developed, as suggested by their high
density, but the research on these themes has been cultivated in relative isolation from other
themes in the diagram, which is indicated by their low centrality.

Three themes have been attributed to the lower left part of the strategic diagram
which means they are characterized by relatively low centrality and density, and these
are: “sustainability”, “algorithm” and “machine-learning”. These themes required more
detailed analysis to be univocally attributed to emerging or declining themes due to the
relatively long period of the analysis that covered articles published between 2009 and
2022. The theme “wireless-sensor-networks” is located on the border between emerg-
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ing/declining themes and basic themes, which indicates its higher centrality and strong
internal connections between keywords in its thematic network.

The review of the strategic diagram shows that themes directly related to services—
such as specific services, types of services or their characteristic features—are not rep-
resented on the diagram, which suggests their relative underrepresentation and, conse-
quently, a possible underdevelopment in the research fields. This finding justified the more
fine-grained approach, that is, the investigation of thematic networks of themes in the
strategic diagram.

The analysis of thematic networks of themes from the strategic diagram shows that
128 are keywords included in the themes’ networks. However, these keywords seldom refer
directly to services. The notable exceptions include cloud-computing, medical services, and
smart-city services. The positions and relations of service-related keywords in the thematic
networks are discussed in the next section.

3.2. Services in Thematic Networks

Cloud-computing has been shown as a part of the thematic network of motor theme
“edge-computing”, as presented on Figure 4. Apart from research connections with edge-
computing, the cloud-computing was jointly discussed in the research field with several
other components of the thematic network, which is shown by the connecting lines gener-
ated based on keywords’ co-occurrence.

Figure 4. Thematic network (edge-computing) in services and smart-city research field.

In detail, in the research field of services in smart cities, cloud-computing occurs
in association with technical concepts such as: servers, computer-architecture, and the
cloud. Moreover, cloud-computing frequently appears as a part of management-orientated
discussions which cover resource management, task analysis, and resource allocation, and
is indicated by the lines connecting these keywords. Furthermore, it should be recognized
that the sizes of spheres in the edge-computing thematic network suggest the prominent
position of cloud-computing in the research field in terms of number of documents (higher
than edge-computing and the highest in this thematic network). On the other hand,
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cloud-computing’s moderate linkage with other topics (smaller number of lines than edge-
computing) may indicate an area for potential new research directions.

There is one keyword directly related to services in the blockchain-specialized theme,
and this is “medical-services”, as shown on Figure 5.

Figure 5. Thematic network (blockchain) in services and smart-city research field.

Although blockchain is a specialized theme which indicates its overall low centrality
and relatively high density, it can be observed that the connecting lines between keywords
are characterized by comparatively low density, which suggests moderately strong ties
between its components in the research field. This observation proves to be adequate with
reference to Figure 3, where it can be seen that a position of blockchain theme is close
to the average value on the density axis of the strategic diagram. This structure of the
blockchain theme in the service and smart-city research field explains the low degree of
connection between “medical-services” and other components of the thematic network.
The research on “medical-services” seems to be undertaken in conjunction with blockchain
only. Therefore, their association with other topics in the blockchain theme may be viewed
as a research gap, and its potential for future research should be evaluated with the use of a
literature review.

Smart-city services are recognized as part of thematic network of “sustainability” in
the service and smart-city research filed. Within the strategic diagram, the “sustainability”
theme stands out as that with the lowest density of the thematic network (as shown on
Figure 3). This is further supported by the analysis of its thematic network (Figure 6 below),
which, apart from smart-city services, consists of only seven other loosely connected
research components, a number lower than in previously analysed thematic networks.
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Figure 6. Thematic network (sustainability) in services and smart-city research field.

Smart-city services as a research topic appeared in the discussed research domain
in connection with sustainability, similarly to other components of the theme network:
“policy”, “indicators”, “communities”, “policy-making”, “government”, “quality-of-life”,
“strategy”. Consequently, smart-city services have not been well-connected with other
components of the sustainability thematic network. This is indicated by the absence of
the connecting lines between smart-city services and other thematic components, which
means that, based on keywords’ co-occurrence, there were not more than two articles
focused on a pair of topics. Due to the long-time span of published articles included in
the analysis (from 2009 to 2022), the attribution of the sustainability theme to emerging
or declining themes cannot be confirmed at this level of analysis, as this would require
breaking down the body of research into subperiods and examining the themes’ evolution
over time. In particular, addressing this limitation involves applying additional science
mapping tools, namely temporal or longitudinal analysis using an evolution map and
an overlapping-items graph [37], which exceeds the objective of paper. Nevertheless, the
development of smart-city-services research with a greater number of papers connecting
it to other thematic concepts within the sustainability thematic network would increase
the density of the theme and elevate it to a specialized theme in the strategic diagram of
services in the field.

4. Discussion

In this section three influential themes related to specific services are elaborated. In
this vein, the discussion covers texts that contributed to the research, as indicated by “cloud-
computing”, “medical-services” and “smart-city-services” keywords used in the examined
research field.
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4.1. Cloud-Computing

Cloud-computing has been viewed as instrumental to enabling a data-centric smart-
city development [41] and extending the benefits of smart cities to improve quality of
life of their citizens [42]. In particular, the cloud-computing and Internet of Things (IoT)
convergence is expected to transform availability and quality of services in smart cities [43].

However, it has been shown that for cloud-computing to realize its transformational
potential, improvement of capabilities of the devices deployed in cloud computing are
essential for enforcing intelligent environments through mobility and geo-localization [44].
Moreover, the data flows generated by interconnected devices create constrains that should
be addressed by optimized machined-learning models to improve the service efficiency [45].
Furthermore, the resilience of the underlining ICT infrastructure is viewed as a risk to cloud-
computing service delivery in smart cities, but the risk could be mitigated by improved
system architecture, automatically recovering services in case of faults [42].

The increased demand for services powered by cloud-computing in smart cities has
been recognized as a driver of energy consumption that would result in a surge of green-
house gases emission. This calls for measures to achieve adequate levels of environmental
sustainability [46]. Research attempts to tackle this challenge by developing more effi-
cient cloud-computing algorithms [47], cloud service-selection mechanisms that facilitate
reduced energy consumption by cloud servers [48] and more efficient schemes for en-
ergy management in cloud data centres [49]. Moreover, optimizing task scheduling in
cloud-computing has been identified as key challenge in the improvement of applications’
efficiency, leading to optimization of performance time, carbon emission rate and energy
usage in smart cities [50].

Cloud-computing enhances the delivery of services in smart cities; however, its use
generates a number of security and privacy risks that can be analyzed with the use of
security- and privacy-issue-related taxonomy of smart cities [51]. As indicated by the
research, these risks could be addressed en masse at nascent stages of development of cloud-
computing enabled smart city applications by utilizing the framework which encompasses
privacy-preserved stakeholder analysis, security requirement modelling and validation,
and secure cloud assistance [52]. However, other research points out other specific risks
areas related to application of cloud-computing in service delivery in smart cities, and calls
for the construction of cross-platform secure communication schemes to enhance services
related to industrial IoT platforms [53]. Moreover, a variety of other highly technical
risk-mitigation approaches have been developed to support cloud-computing usage in
smart city ecosystems, which covers general use procedures, e.g., to enhance auditing
protocols to check the storage correctness and data integrity [54]; specific use technologies,
e.g., to manage attribute-based access control systems to prevent corrupting intelligent
transportation system in smart cities [55].

4.2. Medical Services

Medical services have been identified as a notable area of study in the research intersec-
tion of smart services and smart cities. Medical services applied to smart city environments
are viewed as a potent enabler of disease prevention and treatment monitoring that can
improve the citizens’ quality of life [56]. However, data privacy and security related to
the provision of these services have been a mounting concern due to susceptibility to
cybercrime and data mismanagement [57]. Thus, researchers and practitioners have been
searching for novel ways to leverage benefits of medical services in smart cities by applying
innovative tools and procedures such as Federated Learning (FL), that enables artificial-
intelligence-based medical services to be improved by limiting threats of sensitive data
malpractice [58].

The research shows that many medical services in the area of disease prevention
hinge upon the deployment of wearable sensor-rich devices that allow for physical activity
recognition, detecting unhealthy behaviors and medical risks [59]. However, data analysis
applied to ensure benefits of these disease-prevention systems is not easy [60]. It has been
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shown that efficiency gains and quality advancement in medical services in a smart city can
be further extended with the application of Federated Learning (FL) [58]. Its application
allows for improved digital medical service provision by enhancing artificial intelligence
learning quality and improved privacy of sensitive patient data, while supporting the
cooperation of healthcare providers, medical institutions and users of medical services [61].

The research into medical services in the smart city domain discusses the architecture
of these services, including challenges related to access control [62] and service priori-
tizing for emergency reasons [56]. Blockchain-based frameworks to safeguard patients’
personal information and insurance policy have been indicated as possible solutions to
accurate and effective methods of patient identity identification prior to the provision
of service [57]. Furthermore, virtual decentralized service platforms have been shown
as adequate service enablers for healthcare remote monitoring purposes, which requires
substantial service reliability under various circumstances and broad availability in a smart
city environment [63].

4.3. Smart-City Services

The smart-city-services keyword has been shown in science mapping analysis as a
part of the sustainability thematic network. It has turned out to be one of a few keywords
directly related to services in the research field encompassing smart services and smart
cities, thus related research texts are included in the discussion.

The research on smart-city services shows that such services demand significant in-
teraction and collaboration between the users and the service providers [64], and that
users express concerns regarding the utility, safety, accessibility and efficiency of smart city
services [65]. Users’ satisfaction with smart city services has been shown to depend on
perceived characteristics of the service delivery channel, such as: benefits, ease of use, com-
plexity, and dependency. Moreover, the users’ personal characteristics, namely user innova-
tiveness and control-seeking behavior, have also been shown as crucial in determining their
satisfaction and intention to continue using the smart-city service-delivery channels [64].

Research on developing smart-city services has indicated the crucial role of active
involvement of users in the successful designing of sustainable smart-city services, early-
stage service prototyping and users’ evaluation at every step of the service development and
deployment process [66]. Other research points out that smart-city services require effective
integration of technological and social innovation. This confirms the importance of early
stakeholder engagement, including establishing the baselines against which stakeholders’
perceptions of success can be assessed [67].

Early research attempts regarding smart-city services advocated that such services
need to be aligned with an effective incentive system to reinforce motivation and partic-
ipation of the users [68]. Further attempts to empirically verify the perception of smart
city services found that respondents acknowledged their importance and usefulness and
shared that smart city services were useful to their existence, relatedness, and growth
needs [69]. However, their views differ between specific service areas, as they expressed
relatively higher preferences for services where tangible benefits could be achieved, such
as smart energy, smart transport, or smart safety, than in more subjective domains such as
smart living [69].

The research attempts to operationalize the link between smart-city services and sus-
tainability by developing an index to assess smart-city characteristics from the sustainability
perspective, with the emphasize on the quality of citizens’ lives, efficient management
of urban utilities and services’ functions [70]. The progress of the research on conceptu-
alizing smart-city services has led to development of more fine-grained typologies, e.g.,
those based on data-protection dimensions, enabling the clustering of services based on
data-protection needs. This encompasses the evaluation of various related criteria such as
the number of data streams, data ownership, number of use cases, privacy invasiveness,
and ease of scrutinizing the service [71].
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5. Conclusions

The objective of this paper was to review the scope of research on services in the smart-
city research field. Recognizing the recent proliferation of the smart-city concept, rapid
development of the scientific debate and increase in the number of research papers, science
mapping was employed as a research method to identify the place of services in this research
field. The findings suggest that the research field of services in a smart city is dominated
by the technology-orientated debate, implied by the prevalence of technology-related
research themes such as: internet, edge-computing, technology, blockchain, smart grid,
machine-learning, algorithm, wireless sensor networks, and authentication. The remaining
significant areas of studies in the researched field covered three additional themes identified
in the strategic diagram analysis: e-governance, sustainability and framework. While the
e-governance research theme can be easily associated with the leading technology-focused
research axis, sustainability seems to remain a separate research line, which discusses
envisaged benefits of services in the smart-city domain. The framework as a significant
research theme stands out, and seems to demonstrate the search for research structure in
this novel and swiftly advancing line of research.

Against the backdrop of the research themes identified by the SciMat analysis em-
ployed in this research, the scarcity of research focused on services appears conspicuous.
Within the research field of services in smart cities, the findings of the analysis revealed only
three notable exceptions, i.e., cloud-computing, medical services, and smart-city services.
The absence of themes directly related to the service sector suggests that more research
is needed in the—as-yet emerging—field of ‘smart services in smart cities research’. In-
deed, the findings of the analysis performed and elaborated on this paper suggest that
several research avenues remain to be explored at the interface between smart cities and
smart services.

The classification of the different topics that connect smart-city and smart-services
research can help identify the key issues that need to be explored to shed light on the
strategic factors that can improve urban services effectiveness. The themes identified in the
analysis (edge-computing, blockchain, sustainability) and the thematic components of the
three networks show that smart cities can be reread as service systems in which technology,
interactions and human components should be harmonized to balance social development,
economic growth and environmental safeguarding [72].

Hence, from a theoretical standpoint, this analysis can provide future research with
useful suggestions on the topics to be further analyzed to explore the key levers for the
enhancement of service quality in smart cities, and for the co-development of sustainability
through citizens’ engagement. It can be hypothesized that the dynamic combination of
technology, interactions and resources can give birth to the co-delivery of services and to
the co-creation of innovation and growth for the city through the active participation of
citizens in decision-making [8,73]. For this reason, the emergence of sustainability in smart
cities can be defined as a complex process through which innovation is co-created by the
different stakeholder groups across multi-levelled contexts of relationships, by enveloping
economic, technological, social and cultural dimensions [1]. Moreover, the study can
enhance managers’ understanding of the strategies to manage smart cities’ infrastructure,
to increase actors’ engagement, strengthen resources and to use technologies properly by
offering useful insights for the pursuit of sustainable innovation.

The limitation of this research is that not all publications, many of which may have had
a substantial value in context of this research, have been included in the SciMat analysis
performed for the purpose of this study. That is, not all academic papers are indexed in
WoS, a limitation (and its implications) highlighted in prior research [29]. In a similar
manner, the SciMat analysis is limited to publications in English. Accordingly, it is feasible
that a number of contributions to the debate in languages other than English have been
omitted in the analysis.

The novelty of this research can be derived from the following. First, the analysis
presented in this paper adds to the growing body of literature that seeks to validate the
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relevance of new research methods. Here, the case for the SciMat analysis is made. Second,
the findings of this paper reveal that while research on services and smart cities proliferates,
more frequently than not, these two debates develop only in parallel. On the rare occasions
that the debates overlap, third, it occurs in contexts heavily influenced by considerations
very closely related to information and communication technology (ICT). What follows,
fourth, is that relatively little has been written about the economic and managerial aspects
of the provision of smart services in smart cities. This suggests, fifth, that substantial fields
remain open for insights from economics and managerial studies. In this sense, this paper
makes a case that these research avenues be explored.
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